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AMDAVADIS FAIL 
THE HINDI TEST
Out of the 21 people asked to give meaning of Hindi words on occasion of Hindi 
Diwas, no one could get them all right; One  person got seven words correct

» Abhiyanta: Engineer

» Nirman: Construction/ create

» Ainak: Spectacles

» Lipik: Clerk

» Adhikshak: Superintendent

» Nishkarsh: Conclusion

» Lekhakar: Accountant

» Vipin: Forest

» Dighdarshak: Director

» Zurab: Socks

» Abhiyant: -

» Nirman: to make

» Ainak: -

» Lipik: -

» Adhikshak: Too much

» Nishkarsh: opinion

» Lekhakar: writer

» Vipin: surrender

» Dighdarshak: to guide

» Zurab: -

» Abhiyant: Actor

» Nirman: to create

» Ainak: -

» Lipik: -

» Adhikshak: -

» Nishkarsh: -

» Lekhakar: writer

» Vipin: -

» Dighdarshak: Director

» Zurab: -

» Abhiyant: Rashtrabhasa

» Nirman: Vikas

» Ainak: -

» Lipik: -

» Adhikshak: Adhikari

» Nishkarsh: Sevakari

» Lekhakar: good reading

» Vipin: -

» Dighdarshak: Director

» Zurab: -

» Abhiyant: -

» Nirman: creation

» Ainak: -

» Lipik: -

» Adhikshak: teacher

» Nishkarsh: opposite 

     of selfish

» Lekhakar: writer

» Vipin: -

» Dighdarshak: visionary

» Zurab: -

ORIGINAL QUESTIONNAIRE

H
indi Diwas, celebrated on 
September 14 of every year, is 
aimed to showcase the importance 
of Hindi, the national language of 
India. Hindi is the fourth largest 

spoken language in the world and is the 
mother tongue of more than 258 million 
people around the globe. 

On Hindi Diwas, Mirror decided to test 
young Amdavadis on their Hindi skills. Our 
correspondents went up to random people 
in the age group of 18 to 30 and asked them 
to give meanings of 10 Hindi words like 
ainak, nirman and jurab in either English or 
Gujarati. The group of 21 included stu-
dents, teachers, professionals and business-
man. The result was shocking. None of the 
participants could give the meanings of all 
the 10 words. 

In fact, only 28.57 per cent could give 
partly correct answers while 32.57 per cent 
gave wrong answers. Around 32.86 per cent 
couldn’t understand a single word in Hindi. 
Only one out of the 21 – Kinnari Shah – 
could answer seven words correctly, the 
highest. 

Three people got six words right, six peo-
ple could get only one word correct. Two 
people each got two, three and four words 
correct respectively. The word that most 
people answered correctly was dighdarshak 
meaning director.
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HEMIL PANCHAL, 
22, STUDENT, BE CIVIL

MUKESH GOHIL, 
30, PROFESSIONAL

ANKIT GANVIT, 
21, LD ENGG, VISITING FACULTY 

IN COMPUTER DEPT

PRIYANK SHAH,
 22, ENGINEERING STUDENT 
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KINNARI SHAH, 
23, PROFESSIONAL

» Abhiyant: to work

» Nirman: construction/ 

creation

» Ainak: Spectacles

» Lipik: Words

» Adhikshak: Superintendent

» Nishkarsh: Conclusion

» Lekhakar: writer

» Vipin: Forest

» Dighdarshak:

Director

» Zurab: Socks
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IIT Gandhinagar celebrated Hindi Diwas on Sun-
day with poetry recitation. Poetries on patriot-
ism, love for the Hindi and life of a girl echoed on 
campus. Students, faculty members and staff 
took part in the event. Speaking at the event, di-
rector at IITGN, Prof Sudhir K Jain, underlined 
the significance of Hindi and its role as a com-
mon thread that binds together the diverse popu-
lation of the nation. Jain said, “Just as we cele-
brate the importance of Hindi, the richness of 
other regional languages in the country should 
also recognised and celebrated.”

PICS: MANISH MISTRY

A
n Air India flight from Ahmedabad to
Delhi made an emergency landing at
city airport on Sunday after developing a
technical snag just five minutes after

take off. According to sources, the flight carry-
ing 127 passengers developed a glitch in 
the engine. 

Till late evening, the glitch had not been
sorted out, sources said. All the passengers were
accommodated in different hotels. 

Confirming the same, R K Singh, airport di-
rector said, “It wasn’t a big problem but the
flight did make an emergency landing keeping

in mind passengers’ safety.” 
Meanwhile, an Indigo flight from Delhi to

Ahmedabad was diverted to Mumbai although
the reason is yet not known, sources at airport
said.

WOMAN HELD WITH GOLD
Awoman coming from Dubai in Qatar Airways
was caught by Customs officers trying to smug-
gle in 925 grams of gold estimated to be worth Rs
26 lakh in her inner garments. According to of-
ficials she was brought before the magistrate
and has been taken into custody. AM

127 passengers stranded as
glitch grounds AI flight 
The Ahmedabad to Delhi flight developed a snag in its engine soon after take off
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